
PHRASE = a group of words with no subject/verb 
 
 
Prepositional Phrase = a group of words that begins with a 
preposition & ends with a noun – phrases have no subjects/verbs  
– in/at/on/out/down/over/under/between/among/ of/with/without 
 
ADVERB phrases answer the questions: when / where / why / how 
 
   ADV-when                 ADV-where  

After dusk     at the restaurant   I ate dinner. 
Prep        NoP         Prep                NoP  

 
after = preposition / dusk = noun object for the preposition “after” 
at = preposition / restaurant = noun object for the preposition “at” 
 
 



ADJ Phrase – describes the noun in front of it; begins with a 
preposition – of/with/without/on/in … 
 
  NS               adj (describes one) 
One [of   the   children] fell into the well. 
           prep              NoP 
of = preposition / children = noun object for the preposition “of” 
 

 
  NS            adj (describes cats) 
Cats [without fur] are ugly. 
           prep           NoP 
without = preposition / fur = noun object for the preposition “of” 
 

 
             NS        adj (describes students) 
The students [on  this  list] received an award from the president.  
                              prep           NoP 



[Among the three children], one is the worst. 
 
One [among the three children] is the worst. 
 
 
Here are two mistakes that many English speakers make: 
They mistakenly say “between you and I” and “except you and I” 
Both “between” and “except” are prepositions and have OBJECTS, so the 
OBJECT FORM of the pronoun (me/him/her/us/them/whom) must be used 
 
    prep                             NoP    
[Between you and _me_], those hairless cats are ugly. 
 
                        prep                           NoP    
Everyone [except you and _her_] thinks those hairless cats are cute. 
 

 



ADV Phrase – answers WHEN / WHERE / WHY / HOW  

ADV prep phrase -- begins with a preposition & ends with a noun - no 
subject/verb 

 
One of the children fell into the well while fishing for coins. 
 
 
 

ADJ Phrase = a group of words that describes the noun in front of it 
and begins with a preposition 
 

ADV Phrase = a group of words that begins with a preposition and 
answers WHEN/WHERE/WHY/HOW 
 

1. Sentences with ADJ phrases 
 
- Two [of the soccer players] got into a fight. 



 
- One [of the students] went to France. 
 

2. Sentences with an ADV phrase 
                                                     ADV where 
- John, how did the dog get outside the yard? 
                              ADV where               ADV why 
- Jessica went to the store to buy some cupcakes. 
 

3. Sentence with an ADJ phase & an ADV phrase 
 

- Some [of the teachers] [from Mission College] swam in the river. 
 

- Two [of the children] are going to a party tomorrow night. 
 

- Three [of the dogs] were eating bones in the park   yesterday. 
 

- One [of the drivers] ran into a car   while texting. 

  



 
CLAUSE – a group of words that has a subject and a verb in it. 

      when I drove to school 
 

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE – a clause that can stand alone as a sentence 

    - My family surprised me with a cake.  
 

 

DEPENDENT CLAUSE: a clause that cannot stand alone as a sentence 

    - When I opened the door. 
that my mother bought 
 

FRAGMENTS – incomplete groups of words “dressed” like a sentence 
– (the error occurs because of using a capital letter a period at the end). 

Students often create FRAGMENT errors 
by punctuating dependent clauses as 
though they were complete sentences. 



 
ADVERB DEPENDENT CLAUSE 
ADV clause – begins with an adverb + has a subject/verb 
    - When I opened the door. = fragment 
 

When I opened the door, my family surprised me with a cake. 
My family surprised me with a cake when I opened the door. 

After I finished class, I went to Six Flags. 
I went to Six Flags after I finished class. 

When I opened the door, it was raining.  
It was raining when I opened the door.  
 
 
SC = when/after/because/    SEE WORKBOOK p 91 & TEXT p 206 - 213 

COMMA RULE 

SC   NS  V , NS  V  
NS  V   SC  NS  V 
 

 



 
ADJECTIVE DEPENDENT CLAUSE 
ADJ clause – begins with a RELATIVE PRONOUN + has a subject/verb 
    - Whom I love deeply. = fragment 
    - Who lives in New Jersey. = fragment 
 
 
        NS       NS      V                                   V 
My sister, who lives in New Jersey, visited me last month. 
 
 
        NS                 NS   V                  V 
My sister, whom I love deeply, lives in New Jersey. 
 


